Not Even Then: Poems (New California Poetry)

Not Even Then, the debut collection by Brian Blanchfield, introduces a poetry both
compressed and musically fluid, beseechingly intimate and oddly authoritative. Blanchfield
conducts readers through a unique, theatrical realm where concepts and personages are
enlivened into action: Continuity, Coincidence, Symmetry, and Shame keep uneasy company
there with Marcel Duchamp and Johnny Weissmuller, Lord Alfred Douglas and Blue Boy
Master Lambton, Julietâ€™s Nurse and Althusserâ€™s Moses.With its kinked and suspensive
language, Not Even Then draws on the lyric tradition, even as it complicates that
traditionâ€™s dualism of self and other. Likeness is always under investigation in the
bookâ€™s irreducible arrangements of alterity. From Red Habits: I imagine the interferences
explained / in donâ€™t-think-twice and reverse advice / and by habits for both head and breast
/ hers and hers as red as mine at chamber check. / We are each herself a further interference.
No answer rests unquestioned in its turn; even the book titleâ€™s cynicism is challenged by a
poetics alive to possibility, where Possibility isâ€”impetuously, ecstaticallyâ€”companionable.
The listener you are, writes Blanchfield, the less alone.
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Not Even Then,the debut collection by Brian Blanchfield, introduces a poetry both Series:
New California Poetry Published by: University of California Press. Not Even Then has 18
ratings and 2 reviews. (New California Poetry #11) Not Even Then, the debut collection by
Brian Blanchfield, introduces a poetry both. Not Even Then from Boston Review. In one
poem, Blanchfield imagines two lovers lingering through the morning in bed, drinking glasses
of. poetry. Poems Available Online three poems reprinted at The Poetry Foundation Not Even
Then (University of California Press, ). noteventhen. (reviews of Not Even Then by Stephen
Burt in The New York Times Book Review, by Amy. Into what some are calling a new golden
age of creative nonfiction lands Brian .. One might miss, in the exquisitely shapely poems of
Brian Blanchfield's second Not Even Then (University of California Press) New California
Poets # Wordsworth wrote that the poem is a place where emotions can be be dispassionately
thought through â€” first by the poet, then by the reader even though he's not, even though it
cannot keep even the dead He teaches poetry at Saint Mary's College of California and is
editor at large at Wave Books. In his new collection, â€œBe With,â€• the poet yearns, endures,
and tries to The title of Forrest Gander's latest book of poems, â€œBe Withâ€• (New
Directions), is a blurted command welling up from yearnings not quite expressible in
language. and again, even as the clockâ€”and the book itselfâ€”moves forward. He wrote later
that â€œstaying in America for good would mean It can assume many formsâ€”even the form
of outright contradiction (that is, Linda Gregg, who knew Milosz, was inspired to write a poem
called â€œThe Gnostics on Trial. in , square miles cannot easily be likened to the world's new
Latin. Alice Walker, Mendocino, California, September 17, people are not even calm enough
and centered enough to contemplate the long road home. When I speak in that poem [â€œLater
We Would Miss You So Muchâ€•]. The Poems I Have Not Written - I'm so wildly unprolific,
the poems. sign up to receive a new poem-a-day in your inbox I'm so wildly unprolific, the
poems I have not written would reach from here to the California coast if you laid the poems I
have not written, and the life I have not lived, the life I've failed even to imagine.
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